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ODFW Fish Passage Administrative Rule Revision Initiative Meeting 
Notes by Katherine Nordholm 

RAC Meeting March 9th, 2021 (2pm to 4pm) 

 

  

Screenshots taken at 2:07 and 2:13 and 2:30 to try to document attendance.  

Greg called the meeting to order and facilitated introductions of the six task force members who have 
volunteered to participate in this process as members of the RAC (rules advisory committee). 

These members are: Steve Albertelli, Water Users  

   Ken Bierly, Public-At-Large  

   Bill Cunningham, Public-At-Large 

   Kelly Moore, Fishing and Conservation    

   Zak Toledo, Public-At-Large 

   Terry Turner, Fishing and Conservation 
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2:07 - Greg talked about the climate change policy and the mandate for the department to bring our 
rules into compliance with the policy. Also, mentioned that the rules have not been updated since 2006. 

Greg announced the meeting was being recorded and described the schedule for future meetings. 

2:09 – Greg talked about the Fish Passage website and the online portal for submitting public 
comments.  The public has until April 9, 2021 to submit recommended rule revision suggestions.  

2:10 - Cash asked a question about if there would be a public agenda – Greg stated that there would be 
agendas available online for future meetings.  

Greg - presented his desktop with the agenda for this meeting.  

Greg - talked about the structure of future meetings and how the public comment time will be allocated. 
Public comments should locate the specific line in rule where the changes are proposed, why that is 
important to you, and what proposed changes you would suggest. 

2:16 - Greg showed the Fish Passage website and explained the “portal” to rules change job of the 
website.  

Allen asked a question.  

 

 

Greg - That is correct. The rules changes will go through the Fish Passage Task Force on June 6th. Then 
there are a series of steps for the department to go through before preparation for the Commission 
later this fall. 

  

2:19 – Greg takes a few minutes to walk through the public comment form. He demonstrated the page 
on screen.  

2:22 - Greg asked for questions from the RAC on the comment process. Will present the comments to 
the RAC by 18th or 19th of March. (Middle of the week in advance of the subsequent meeting.) 
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Greg – Answered. Presently they do not. I think we have the ability to do that, but are not currently 
planning on that.  

 

Steve provided the link in the chat.  

 

Greg – Discussed the online comment form and how it functions.  ODFW seeks on submittal for each 
comment.  
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Greg – We will have a round of public comments available after the proposed changes are out.  

Greg – ODFW will allow written comments for public who do not have access to the internet or a 
computers.  

Greg – We do not have draft language right now. What we have instead of draft language is a list of 
issues from district and ODFW.  

Greg went over the dates of the virtual meeting. Mentioned upcoming change of format. As of April 23rd 
we will be transitioning to Teams.  

2:32 - Greg - kicks off “Rules vs Guidance” discussion. How the department wants to administer rules or 
guidance, what is the best fit.  

2:34 – Greg talked about how some guidance would be best addressed by a standalone policy guidance 
document.  Kregg is working a Fish Passage and Fish Screening guidance document.  

Zak – Supports consideration of guidance where possible.  It is more adaptable to the state of science 
and he prefers reviewing suggestions with this in mind. Points out that policy documents can also rapidly 
adapt and can allow for more freedom and flexibility on both side.  

2:36 – Greg shares his desktop again – list of potential DRAFT rule change concepts. Acquired by asking 
fish biologists across the state – asking what are the issues you see that you might want to see some rule 
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changes. “Simply a list to start the discussion.”  This will be put on website. Public can submit more 
through web portal. 

Opens it up to RAC to capture what they may want to add to the list. Time for the six members to 
provide additions to the list.   

2:39 – Bill is happy to see a concept on dams and cumulative changes. Dams are the one group of 
actions that do not have cumulative changes in trigger language. He also sees other places (like 
maintenance) where it needs to be addressed for dams. Wants to see additional trigger discussion 
regarding maintenance of dams. He also has other questions to address in the definitions section. He 
has a bunch of thoughts and will save them for latter.  

Greg – Asked that if people have more details to add to the document to e-mail him.  

2:42 – Bill suggested looking at the definition of “Artificial obstruction”. He understands that it is 
problematic. He argues that the current definition does not address problems that are not caused by 
fixed devices but other impediments such as DO and temperatures that act as barriers. He suggests 
changing the word “device” to “impediment” but understands this may require ORS change 

Greg – We understand and want to capture that and present it forward. Cautions about statutory 
changes. Recognizes that if there is a needed to change to statute we can pursue that. If there is a 
statutory change needed as a result of the rules changes, that would be the legislative session of 2022 

Bill – Definition of net benefit and “appreciable benefit” included in some of the other activities. Task 
Force has struggled with “appreciable”.  

Bill - Also the language for the waiver NBA states “quality OR quantity”. Recommends changes to “OR”, 
changes it to a “and/or” statement so we can consider both at the same time. 
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2:48 - Zak –Talked about Statutes and Rules – Recommends a first filter on if things are appropriately 
addressed in rules and if yes, seek clarification. For items that get to rule revision - going from simple vs 
complex. Understand what we can accomplish and how we prioritize our time. Exited to be looking at 
this and have a base framework to be looking at.  

Most of Zak’s issues are on the clarification – once there is a trigger “what do we do”. He is exited about 
the user guide. Documenting and clarifying what happens in certain scenarios.  

2:52 – Ken – sees this as an opportunity to address things that the Task Force has struggled with. Like 
needing “appreciable benefit” defined or clarified. In addition, ODFW has taken significant efforts 
around mitigation banking, but there are no rules around that. It might be useful to construct some 
guidance for developing mitigation banking programs for fish passage. The North Coast Mitigation 
Bank and the CRPA is shoehorned into the current guidance. Supports technical guidance.  Technical 
criteria may not need a lot of fixes. 

Greg – Mentioned the staffing and department challenges for mitigation banking (and other new 
initiative fronts) are ODFW pitfalls. He does think that getting it framed up in guidance or rules will help 
set the stage for those kinds of projects. Also, agrees with adding an appreciable benefit definition.  

2:56 - Terry – His constituents are most interested in clarity of triggers, especially dams. Also definitions 
around obstructions. Nonphysical obstructions – changes in river flow by use affecting water flow, or 
change in thermal characteristics.  

Greg – Asked RAC to give some focused thought to these definitions and how we would address a 
nonphysical barrier trigger. How do you structure a rule to address that? We can define them but when 
would there be a trigger, who is responsible to address that, how does the department enforce that?  
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Terry mentioned and Greg wants to reiterate that we are doing our best to message this out to the 
stakeholders. Asks Task Force members and public at large to reach out to their people and encourage 
them to engage in this process.  

 

 

 

3:02 Kelly – Had questions about integrating climate rules into policy. Wants to be cautious here. The 
climate policy says, “Management actions and other kinds of actions would assign a lower priority to 
actions where projected habitat changes caused by climate and/or ocean change are likely to exceed a 
species ability to persist.” Would like to avoid us trying to write any kind of rule for anything like that. 
Wants to remain on the protective side and not make assumptions about future conditions.  

Wants to avoid argument about low priority projects because of anticipated changes.  

Greg – Does not think that the rules would get into that type of specificity, although rules may have 
species-specific requirements because they currently do.  
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Kelly – One more thing “Trigger” – not addressed in rule. For the user to identify what the terms 
means.  

3:05 – Steve – Agreed with several comments already made. He had a note on the comments about 
guidance: the regulated community appreciates flexibility, but he notes that this can lead to a lack of 
consistency and reliability for the regulated community. It can make it hard to know what is expected. 
He has made some notes on rules that he will bring up later on details. For now, the big one is if the 
climate change policy is really a driving force, then he sees a need to consider the role of renewable 
resources including how hydropower can be part of our carbon neutral operations in the future.  

Steve quoted from the Climate Change Policy Vision Statement, Part B – “Understand where and how 
natural areas and processes or built infrastructure can safeguard about these impacts.” Not all barriers 
are created equal and some have the power to ameliorate the future impact from climate change.  

Greg – Thanked Steve, asked about fundamental change of permit status on Bowman Dam. What does a 
solution for the Bowman dam issue looks like?  

Around 3:11 Steve suggested adding a clause to the effect of, “where a denial of the regulatory 
approval would result in the change of the presence of the AO in the waters of state”   to the 
definition of “Fundamental change of permit status.”  
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Steve – Also the definition of NMF: he feels that the task force (when analyzing net benefit) frequently 
gives deference to anadromous fish needs. He feels like we should clarify NMF if we are going to give 
preference to some species of NMF and this could be clarified in the definition.  

Greg for clarity – what does that look like?  

Steve – Clarifying those species that are truly diadromous and those species that are residents in the 
definitions. There is a biological difference between fish migration and fish movement. In practice once 
the rules are in place, at those AOs where only resident fish are present, the fish passage and/or net 
benefit bar would be lower than for those AOs that impede diadromous migrations. Owners or 
operators could be required to study whether resident fish species on either sides of an AO are healthy 
to meet this lower bar. Perhaps they can be treated differently.  

3:14 – Greg – Asked for other comments from the RAC, and mentioned that there will be an opportunity 
at future meetings.  

Ken – Had a comment on the evaluation of the historical extent of NMF – and recommends a 
standardized approach. This is often an issue of contention. He recommends some thought be given to 
this as he knows it is an issue that people struggle with. 

Greg – Yes, and in the absence of data that is difficult to specifically know where NMF were located. 

Bill – Had another quick thought. Can we propose a 9th section or are we limited to the 8 that are 
currently there? 

Greg- This is an opportunity to propose what we think is a good path ford.  

Bill – Would propose a new section he called 636-412-0000 – would be a provision to state the intent 
and the policy that is being implemented by the following regulations. Includes a discussion about the 
intent in the climate change etc. “protect our NMF from artificial obstructions that otherwise impede 
their continued existence.”  

Greg – Intriguing. He does not see any down sides or implementation challenges.  

3:19 Alan – agrees and thinks that it is an easy addition and good to consider. Additional question from 
Ken about future legislative concepts. Alan answers – not completely off the table.  

Ken - Was mostly concerned about the timeframe and how easy it would be to talk about what we do 
not have and want vs what we have and want to fix. How far down the rabbit hole do we want to go?  

 

3:22 Greg – Closed out the RAC comments. Pivot to the members of the public who want to bring an 
issue forward. Encourages members of the public to also submit the online form.  
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Brian – Water watch is very interested in fish passage and free flowing rivers and streams. He wants to 
see the integrity of fish passage program preserved. Does not want to see backsliding in circumstances 
or quality. Will save specific comments for later. 

About rule vs. internal guidance: wants to be careful about what can be done by guidance and rule, with 
full notice to the public about the process. Encourages consultation with DOJ.  He mentioned that this 
effort to update the rules sounds like more than just consistency with climate change policy, and 
encourages ODFW to be careful with messaging to this to the public. He encourages ODFW to keep in 
mind that rules cannot be inconsistent with the statute. Agrees with Ken, that reexamining statute will 
be a lot to bite off.  

3:27 Greg – Asks if it is feasible to have one point of contact from Water Watch.  

Brian – Yes, he will be the staff person primarily responsible for this.  

 

Rob – Comment about expanding to the rules addressing non-physical barriers – this may already exist 
under “beneficial use of the streams”.  Non-physical barriers was not part of original legislation. Rather 
than developing new rules, look at existing rules such as 303d, clean water act, TMDL’s.  

Greg –Thanks Rob.  

3:29 Greg – Anyone, ODOT?  

3:30 Allen Gillette – mentions the initial confusion about public comment periods, and states that it has 
been clarified.  Mentions that ODOT will likely have to go through a financial impact analysis so ODOT 
might have a meeting off-line about that. If proposed rule changes will influence the ODOT business line.    
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Craig – no audio.  

 

Finlay – Representing self, although he does work with water uses and hydropower. Nuance to address 
in policy, rules, or guidance. Interested in how department is applying NBA rules when the applicate is 
neither the owner nor the constructor of the barrier. Also interested in fundamental change in permit 
status as a definition. He deals primarily with FERC, distinguish from a regulatory permit.   

Greg – Yes, prospective in FERC would be really helpful. Directs Finlay to online form and specific lines.  

 

Craig Lacy– No Craig. Comment in instant message. Comments – see below.  

 

Greg – Thanks Craig.  

3:37 Fred – His specifics will come later. Much appreciated the effort by department and committee to 
take this on. Feels like it is overdue. Thanks.  

Greg - Thanks Fred.  

Greg – Others?  
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Greg – Describes mitigation banking and gives example. Uses the ODOT mitigation bank as an example.  

 

 

Greg – Our rules are ambiguous and hard to understand. We understand and get that. We hear that a 
lot. The rules are complicated and difficult to understand and can be an implement in some cases.  

 

3:45 Greg – Asks other comments. Closes public comment period. Transition to talking about process. 
Asked for comments on the process.   

Steve – Asked if there is a plan to go line by line in each meeting. 

Greg – Leaves it up to the RAC.  Now is where the work starts, however it is most efficient to do so. Will 
be working over the next two weeks to make rules changes online. Expects that we will go section by 
section in the upcoming meetings, and trying to construct a package that the department will present to 
the commission.  

Open to suggestions on how to format the upcoming meetings. Suggestions on process.  

Ken – Suggests that we start with Bills suggestion, then the definitions, then the first three sections of 
the rules at the next meeting. Bill should draft the introduction and preamble sections. We could get 
through all of those in one meeting.  

Steve – Thinks it might be hard to get through definitions in one or two meeting.  

Greg – Acknowledges that some sections might be challenging. Will work to project what the workload 
for each section will look like.  
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Steve – Suggests a matrix to divide the sections and/or lines into the number of meetings we have and 
time/rank those sections that may have more discussion or rules revisions. Leaving last meeting open to 
circle back on anything.  

 

Greg – What is important is that at the end of the day we have a project that is useful, and allows us to 
manage NMF into the future. If the timeline is affecting the end product, we are not married to the 
October timeline.  

Zak – If there is a way to determine timeline for areas where we don’t anticipate a lot of public 
comments in some sections, front load those for work at the early meetings. There are four meetings 
before the end of public comments.  

Ken – Perhaps ask the RAC members to provide specific elements 3-4 days in advance of the meetings. 
To trigger conversations in the meeting.  

Greg –Will send out rules and ask RAC members to focus on specific rules changes. By Thursday of next 
week, have the changes back to Greg.  

Steve – Mentioned the need for this to be in a word.doc and not a PDF  

Greg - Action Item: Will send out a word document.  

3:59 Greg – Final comments and thanks.  

 

 

  


